New: docuFORM Mercury VX Launch
Absolute print data security through end "2" end encryption
The launch of the docuFORM Mercury VX (version 10) will take place in time for the coming into effect of
the new European Data Protection Regulation GDPR.

In addition to the encryption of personalized data, Mercury VX now also encrypts and transmits all print
data itself, from creation to output, encoded in the network, and finally decodes and outputs it in the
printing system itself.

By using the IPPS transmission protocol, docuFORM Mercury dispenses with any hardware additions,
including the output device, thereby offering true end "2" end encryption. Mercury VX can work
independently with individual encryption certificates. Indeed, the entire system can also be fully
integrated into a company's certificate policy.

As part of the manufacturer-independent follow "2" print solution, Mercury VX guarantees end-to-end
encryption of all print data. If the user opts for an encrypted print, this is also carried out seamlessly. The
user is prompted to output to a corresponding IPPS-capable device. If they authenticate themselves on an
encryption-free device, the print data remains secure and cannot be output on it, thus ensuring consistent
encryption and data security.

Of course, the same functionality is also guaranteed when
using the Mercury Global Printer Driver (GPD). End "2" end
encryption is guaranteed at all times both for direct
printing, as well as within the GPD follow "2" print
workflow. The user can enjoy the seamless ease of use of
the Mercury GPD, whereby the encryption option of
individual devices is visually and interactively offered to
them.

All Mercury field installations can be updated with Mercury VX. In addition, the newly developed IPPS
transfer module is required for end "2" end encryption. The certificate management complies with
Microsoft specifications and can be individually configured within the scope of the respective installation.

ALL INCLUSIVE DOCUMENT & OUTPUT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
END“2“END ENCRYPTION - AIRPRINT & EMBEDDED PRINTER APPS ACROSS ALL MANUFACTURER

Further information is available via info@docuFORM.de, or request our current price lists directly via our
homepage www.docuFORM.de.
If you do not wish to receive info mail from docuFORM GmbH in the future, just let us know via
info@docuform.de.

